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1. INTRODUCTION

While the triangle is determined by three non-collinear points, the tetrahedron is
defined by four non-coplanar points. In the following we will make a brief, but very
useful parallel between the two geometric notions.

2. PARALLEL BETWEEN TRINGLE AND TETRAHEDRON

We will follow Table 1, where we will find the properties of the triangle and
tetrahedron:

Table 1.

No. TRIANGLE TETRAHEDRON
1.

2
hBArea 


3

hAVolume b 

2. The center of gravity in the
triangle is distanced at 1/3 from the
base and 2/3 from the peak.

The center of gravity in the tetrahedron  is
distanced at 1/4 from the base and ¾ from the

peak.
3. The center of the inscribed circle

in the triangle is determined by the
intersection of bisectors and

p
Sr  where r is radius of the circle,

Sis the area and pis the
semiperimeter of the triangle.

The center of the inscribed sphere in the
tetrahedron is determined by the intersection of
bisecting planes of the dihedral angles and

S
Vr 3

 where r is radius of the sphere, Vis the

volume and Sis the total area of the tetrahedron.

4. The center of the circumscribed
circle of the triangle is determined
bythe  intersection of perpendicular
bisectors.

The center of the circumscribed sphere of the
tetrahedron is determined by the intersection of
the  median planes of tetrahedron edges.
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5. In an equilateral triangle the three
medians have equal lengths.

In a tetrahedron with equiareal faces the four
medians have equal lengths.

6. In an equilateral triangle the three
altitudes  have equal lengths.

In a tetrahedron with equiareal faces the four
altitudes have equal lengths.

7. Triangle angle bisector theorem:
A bisector of an angle of a

triangle divides the opposite side in
two segments that are proportional to
the other two sides of the triangle.

Dihedral angle bisector theorem in
tetrahedron:

A bisector half-plane of an dihedral angle in
tetrahedron divides the opposite edge in two
segments that are proportional to the other two
surfaces of the dihedral angle.

8. Cathetus theorem in the right
triangle ABC with   90Am and

BCAD  : BDBCAB 2 and
similars.

An analogue of the Cathetustheorem in the
tetrahedron VABC , with VAVCVBVA 
and :)(ABCAH 

HABABCVAB AAA  2 andsimilars.
9. The right triangle altitude

theorem in the right triangle
ABC with   90Am and

BCAD  : DBDCAD 2 and
similars.

An analogue of the right triangle altitude
theorem in the tetrahedron VABC , with

VAVCVBVA  and :)(ABCAH 

HACCBDHBCCADVCD AAAAA  2 andsimil
ars.

10. Pithagorean theorem in the right
triangle ABC with   90Am :

222 ACABBC 

An analog of the Pithagorean theorem in an
tetrahedron VABC , with VAVCVBVA 
and :)(ABCAH 

2222
VCAVBCVABABC AAAA  

In the following there will be proved some of the theorems presented in the previous
table. The numbering will be kept and it will only refer to the theorems of the tetrahedron.

Now we will prove 7. from the Table 1. (A bisector half-plane of an dihedral angle in
tetrahedron divides the opposite edge in two segments that are proportional to the other
two surfaces of the dihedral angle).(FIG. 1.)

FIG. 1.

Let be E the point where the bisector half-plane intersects the opposite edge of the
tetrahedron and )(),( ABCEHBCDEL  . Because )(BCE is the bisector-half plane, the
distances to the faces of the dihedral angle are the same, therefore EHEL  .

3
,

3
EHSVELSV ABC

ABCE
BCD

DBCE
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3 (1)

Let )(),( BCEAKBCEDI  . Therefore AKDI . We will prove that KEI ,, are

collinear. Let ),( AKDI From  ADE and   BCEE )(BCEE   .
But )(, BCEKI   and then )(,, BCEKEI   , so they are collinear.
Volumes of the two tetrahedrons can also be expressed by:

3
,

3
AKSVDISV CBE

ABCE
CBE

DBCE





 ,
AK
DI

AKS

DIS

V
V

CBE

CBE

ABCE

DBCE 






3

3 (2)

From
AE
DE

KE
IE

AK
DIAKEDIEAKDI  (3)

And from (1),(2)si (3)
AE
DE

S
S

ABC

BCD  .

Now we will prove that in tetrahedron VABC with VAVCVBVA  the orthogonal
projection of point V on the plane   HABC , , is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC and the
validity of the statements 8.9.10. from the Table 1:(FIG. 2.)

ABCHABVAB AAA  2 ( for 8.) (4)

HBCCADVCD AAA  2 ( for 9.) (5)
2222
VCAVBCVABABC AAAA   ( for 10.) (6)

FIG. 2.

Let )(ABCVH  . We will prove H is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC . First we will
prove that .ABCH  From VBVC  and .)( ABVCABVABVCVAVC 

From ABVHABABCVH  )(
From ABVC  and CHABCHVCHABABVH  )(
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Similarity it can demonstrated that ACBH  and then H is the orthocenter of the
triangle ABC .

Now we will prove that the validity of the statement 8. fromthe Table 1 .

From
2

2

2






 


VDABA VAB 2
HDABA HAB


 ,
2
CDABA ABC




Using Cathetus Theorem in VCD : CDHDVD 2 we have:


2
VABA   ABCHAB AA 









 

22

2 HDABVDAB
2
CDAB 


4
)(

4

222 CDHDABVDAB 





It will prove the validity of statement 9. From the Table 1:
From (4) Cathetus Theorem in the right triangle VCD : CHCDCV 2 and

BDADVD 2 ( The right triangle altitude theorem in the right triangle VAB )

  HBCCADVCD AAA2 








 

22

2 ADCDVDCV
2

BDCH 



   

22

2 BDADCHCDVDCV 







 

42

222 VDCVVDCV 







 



Finally it will prove the validity of statement 10. from the Table 1:
From ABCHABVAB AAA  2 , ABCHBCVBC AAA  2 , ABCHABVAC AAA  2

Then   ABCHBCABCHABVCAVBCVAB AAAAAAA 222
ABCHAC AA   =

    HACHBCHABABC AAAA 2
ABCA .

CONCLUSIONS

The few analogies studied in this work open the way to the comparative study
between plane geometry concepts and the concepts of the space geometry. Therefore, the
knowledge of the plane geometry is not just an adjunct to the geometry of space, but also
a rich source of inspiration and analogies.
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